Christian Witchcraft
This is how basic Christian witchcraft actually works and why the enemy keeps
the reality about how psychic power functions from humanity to make this
deception work.
There was a well-known Yoga teacher who became a Christian fundamentalist
preacher and has made his whole ministry about harassing people to not practice
Yoga. He uses his testimony in order to achieve this agenda.
The deal is, he was teaching several major Yoga schools and running an ashram
in a major American city and he did an interview with a local newspaper
advertising this fact. A “prayer group” of Christians in the local area read this
article. They then started “praying” for him 24 hours a day, once every hour, even
rotating shifts for this. This Yoga teacher was already raised in Christianity and
even quoted passages of the New Testament in his Yoga class with a New Age
interpretation. Shortly this Yoga teacher starting reading the Bible and stopped
doing any Yoga practices and people started appearing in his life preaching
being saved to him. He then started praying to Jewsus and shortly after he
became a Fundamentalist Christian.
He claims all this is proof of Christardanity. It’s only proof of Christian witchcraft.
This individual was already raised Christian and was still connected into this on
the unconscious even preaching some New Age version of Jewsus. This
maintains the connection to this thoughtform on the soul. Then a group of
Christian fanatics, some of whom are former Yoga practicers so their energy is
stronger, start doing a 24 hour a day cursing ritual on him for weeks. The energy
then starts to connect on his soul and influence him and starts to manifest
through his energy field into the material world manifesting this working against
him and causing such strange events in his life which he believes is Jewsus
leading him to Christardanity. His praying and reading the Bible just allowed this
to manifest stronger and faster as it gave the energy a pathway to connect to a
stronger degree and he already had connections from Christian programming on
his soul. This all connected and he flipped back into full Christardanity.
The Christards believe this is proof that “god” is some Jew sitting on cloud in the
sky over a flat earth. In reality, it is only proof of psychic power. Christianity is
nothing but Jewish sorcery that allows them to use the Goyim to manifest their
working of the Bible. People who understand the occult know this already.
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